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Quantum measurement plays an increasing role in the grow-
ing area of photonics, enabling new methods of data collec-
tion for fundamental and practical use beyond the capabili-
ties of classical sensors. Receivers with power sensitivity be-
yond the canonical homodyne standard quantum limit (SQL)
opened a new frontier for low-power communications. How-
ever, to be of practical use, quantum receivers must compete
with the existing receivers, a very mature technology. One
important comparison point is the efficient use of channel re-
sources through large communication alphabets. Unfortunately,
the quantum advantage of all heretofore known quantum re-
ceivers quickly disappears with the alphabet length M. Here
we present an encoding along with a receiver with a record
quantum-enhanced energy sensitivity for M > 4.

Consider a coherent frequency shift keying (CFSK) protocol.
It encodes information in the frequency and phase of coherent
state pulses using an alphabet of M symbols. This alphabet can
be pictured using the constellation diagram, Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Constellation diagram introducing the M-ary CFSK.
Symbols are encoded as coherent states of different frequen-
cies ωi and phases θi, resulting in rotation with time around
the origin with rates that correspond to their detuning from the
carrier frequency (shown in red).
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Figure 2: Quantum receiver’s principle of operation. A dis-
placement corresponding to the most probable state of the in-
put field is followed with a single-photon detector. A kth click
on the detector invalidates the hypothesis hk. The probability
of a click varies with time, hence the time of detection tk con-
tains important information about the input state (inset), used
in our receiver to find the best a posteriori hypothesis.
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Figure 3: Energy efficiency and its scaling. (a) A ratio of HBs
of CFSK and PSK over a range of input energies and alphabet
lengths. A significant advantage of M-ary CPSK over M-ary
PSK in terms of error probability is evident for all input signal
energies for all M > 4 alphabets, log2 M > 2. The region of
CFSK advantage is the area to the right of the black dashed
line. White lines correspond to constant input energy per bit.
(b) Bit-error rate performance of quantum PSK (blue dots) and
CFSK (purple squares) receivers for different encoding capac-
ities log2 M with a constant input energy per bit. In addition,
SQLs (dashed lines) and HBs (solid lines) are shown. The
bit error rate of a quantum PSK receiver significantly wors-
ens with the longer alphabets, while that of our CFSK receiver
approximately remains constant.

A CFSK receiver harnesses the quantum advantage through the
use of adaptive displacement. The strategy tests if the hypoth-
esized state corresponds to the state of the input field, Fig. 2.
If the hypothesis is correct, the input field is displaced to the
vacuum and no photons are detected at the output. If even a
single photon is detected, the hypothesis fails. The time of de-
tection bears rich information about the state of the input, used
to calculate the posterior probabilities.

Fig. 3 demonstrates fundamental advantages of our CFSK quan-
tum detection method over legacy quantum receivers, particu-
larly over phase shift keying (PSK) method. The Helstrom
bound (HB), the ultimate limit of discrimination, is much lower
for our receiver for any M > 4. Importantly, the advantage of
our method grows with the length of the alphabet. Thus, a
reliable discrimination in large alphabets is possible with the
energy of just 1 photon per bit at the receiver! As compared to
commercial optical fiber communications, the amplification-
free range can be improved by a factor of > 2 while using the
existing global fiber infrastructure. To put this number in per-
spective, our work enables a fiber-based amplification-free 1
Gigabit/s communication link between Washington, DC and
New York, NY powered only by a ≈ 10mW laser.


